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Not just for children...This is the Perfect Gift for new parent, grandparent, baby, toddler and anyone who

enjoys soothing songs and a beautiful singing voice. All 10 lovabyes are original and repeated differently

in 3 sections for a total of 30 tracks.. 30 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: Lullabies, KIDS/FAMILY: General

Children's Music Details: Have you ever noticed that the sound of a singing voice ALONE comforts and

soothes a baby? For centuries, mothers have been singing lullabies this way to their babies. Now there's

a CD created with this simplicity in mind. LEZLEE'S LOVABYES lulls babies and parents to sleep

naturally. Confused by such lyrics as "down will come baby, cradle and all", singer/songwriter Lezlee

Peterzell, whose voice has been described as "angelic", decided to compose her own catchy, beautifully

melodic, and uplifting love songs/lullabies she calls "lovabyes" which celebrate a mother's love for her

child. All natural, all original - these 10 beautiful songs are recorded in 3 distinct sections, with 3 ways to

enjoy lovabyes, for a total of 1 hour of music! Section 1 (Happy Mornings): The ten songs are recorded

with lush musical accompaniment arranged by producer Shane Faber. This is a good way for parent and

child to learn songs. Tracks 1-10 Section 2 (Sweet Dreams): The ten songs are repeated a cappella (with

her voice only) to lull baby to sleep naturally like a mother singing to her child. At bedtime, simply skip to

Track 11 and you'll be amazed by how soothing this version is. Tracks 11-20 Section 3(Sing Along): The

ten songs are repeated with only musical accompaniment so that parent and child can sing along. Tracks

21-30 -------------------------------------------------------- A story about Lezlee and the development of her

Lovabyes was recently featured nationally in the Christmas issue of WOMAN'S WORLD Magazine.

Moms, Dads, grandparents, and people searching for the perfect gift from all over the country have been

clamoring for them. ALSO...Creator of the website Momscapefeatures Lezlee's Lovabyes and writes...

"Every mom knows the power of music to soothe and comfort. Around 3 in the afternoon, I'm always
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looking for music that can infuse an air of calm and peace into the day...that can soothe the littlest one to

sleep and keep the oldest one from bouncing off the walls. I have a new CD that does exactly that:

Lezlee's Lovabyes features 10 original and uplifting lullabies (no more "down will come baby, cradle and

all." Instead, you'll here, "Dance with your shadow/Sing to the trees/Swing in your hammock/Soft in the

breeze..." The lilting melody and Lezlee's strong yet gentle voice is enough to put a mom to sleep, too.)

The best part is that the CD features those ten tracks in three different versions: First, with full orchestra.

Second, Lezlee sings an a cappella version. Third, music alone so you can sing the lovabyes, too. (All the

lyrics are printed on the CD insert.) Lovely." -Susie Cortright AND GUESS WHAT??? Lezlee's

TRAVELING Lovabyes Vol. 2 is on the way.
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